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Watch Out for Summer’s Sizzle! 

SAVE THE DATE! 
Saturday  

October 19, 2019 
Best Friends Pet Expo 

Dover, DE 

Our Mission: Provide the highest standard of loving care for your best friends in their own homes. 

Those cars get hot! How hot? The Weather Channel has a nifty 
new graphic each day to tell us! The Scorching Car Scale shows 
viewers just how quickly temps can get unbearably hot inside a 
car. With outside temps at just 70 degrees, it’ll be 89 degrees 
inside that car in about 10 minutes. Be careful out there!  
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How Come Your Neighbor Gets to Have a Dog and You Don’t? 

Sure, you know that people who are blind have guide 
dogs. You know those dogs are allowed into apart-
ments and stores and airplanes—but that’s not the 
situation with your upstairs 
neighbor. And that’s no German 
shepherd she’s got in her apart-
ment; more like a Shih-Tzu! Can 
“Blossom” possibly be a service 
dog? Or is your neighbor violat-
ing the building’s “no pets” poli-
cy? 
 

Well, to take the easy part of 
the question first—sure! Blossom 
could easily be a service dog: 
There are no breed or size re-
quirements. 
 

What is required? Well, first off, your neighbor has 
to have a disability which qualifies her to have a ser-
vice dog. And then, the dog she has must have been 
trained to help her—specifically—with the tasks she 
needs help with. 
 

Types of service dog include:  

 Guide dogs, which help people who are blind to 
navigate streets and use public transportation. 

 Hearing dogs, which help people who are deaf, 
alerting them to things like the sound of a door-
bell or telephone. 

 Mobility dogs, which help someone with reduced 
mobility; they can open doors or retrieve items 
or push buttons. They may also help steady some-
one whose balance is poor, or help her transfer 
from, say, a bed to a chair. 

 Medical alert dogs, which alert someone to an 
impending medical issue—e.g., an oncoming sei-
zure or plummeting blood sugar. 

 Autism service dogs, which help a person to con-
trol negative behaviors. 

 Psychiatric service dogs, which help people who 
suffer from a variety of disorders, including 
PTSD; these dogs enable people to more com-
fortably go about daily activities. 

 

Another  possibility: Blossom might be an emotional 
support animal (ESA). So—how is that different from 
a service dog? To begin with, it’s a far less demand-
ing job: Blossom needs to provide comfort to her 

handler, but not much else. She doesn’t have to 
be trained to assist your neighbor—and only 
your neighbor—with specific tasks.  

Your neighbor does have to 
have been prescribed an ESA 
by a licensed mental health 
professional. She has to have 
been diagnosed with a disabling 
mental illness that can be 
helped by an ESA. For exam-
ple, Blossom might help your 
neighbor better manage her 
anxiety or depression.  
 

If she’s an ESA, Blossom has a 
few of the privileges that ac-

crue to service dogs: She can live in otherwise 
pet-prohibited housing and she can fly with 
your neighbor. She does not have the access a 
service dog would have to stores or restaurants 
or workplaces. The building management and 
airlines can also require paperwork proving your 
neighbor’s need for her ESA—something it can-
not require of a service dog’s handler (or of the 
dog).  
 

Blossom also—by the way—doesn’t have to be a 
dog: ESAs come in many forms. SO many forms, 
in fact, that some people have abused the privi-
lege of claiming an ESA. This has lead to bans 
of certain creatures—e.g., snakes and pea-
cocks—from air travel.  
 

Maybe Blossom is a therapy dog? Well, if so, 
she shouldn’t be living in a pet-prohibited 
apartment: Therapy dogs don’t fall under any of 
the federal laws which provide special rights to 
service dogs and ESAs.  
 

Which isn’t to say that they—and their owners/
handlers—don’t perform a great service. These 
are the dogs (and people) who volunteer at li-
braries, schools, hospitals, nursing facilities, 
shelters, hospices, funeral homes—you name it! 
They provide comfort and pleasure to a person 
or group of people, often in distressing situa-
tions.   
 

Service dogs, ESAs, therapy dogs—lots of dif-
ferent dogs, with very different laws impacting 
where they can—and cannot—be. The chart on 
the next page helps keep those straight! 
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Office hours:   M-F: 10:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m. 
   Sat:  10:00 a.m. to 12:00 p.m. 
 

Best contact is by e-mail:  info@DEkrittersitter.com 
Phone:     302-387-1886 
 
 

Client Emergency Only  
(MUST BE AN  ESTABLISHED CLIENT)  

Text: 302-270-1146 (Mandy) or 
   302-270-0963 (Deb) 

 

While you’re away, we’ll stay! 

We’re on the web:   

www.DEkrittersitter.com 
and on Facebook: 

www.Facebook.com/
DEKritterSitter 

 

Employee Corner 
Hey, everyone—  

It’s Kritter Sitter Administrator  

Deb Farley-Blunt!  

 
Both Karen Kaufman, founder of The Kritter Sitter, and  
Mandy Talley-Kaufman, The Kritter Sitter’s owner, are   
alumnae of Central Delaware Chamber of Commerce’s (CDCC) 
leadership training program (classes of 2013 and 2014,       
respectively). So when the opportunity arose to send its    
Administrator, Deb Farley-Blunt, to the training, The Kritter 
Sitter was “on it!”   
 

Deb did her sponsors proud, graduating in June with the 2019 Leadership Central Delaware 
class. Says Deb, “This was such a special journey for me on every level. I’m so thankful that 
Mandy and Karen enabled me to attend the training, and I can’t wait to see how the things I’ve 
learned can assist The Kritter Sitter as it continues to grow.”  
 

Deb will be serving the CDCC as a 2019-2020 Chamber Ambassador—helping to welcome pro-
spective and new members—and will represent The Kritter Sitter at Chamber and other Kent 
County events. Way to go, Deb!!! 

Get Ready to Celebrate! 

August 8 is International Cat Day! 


